
Shoppers guide to
your best denim ever!
Escape the curse ofmono-butt, look fabulous and never yank
up your jeans again.
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When you tell me you can't find jeans that fit, I understand.

Why? Because I've been there.

About five years agomy body changed and I suddenly found
myself outside of regular jeans sizes. I was really down onmyself
as the brand of jeans that I loved and cherished for everyday
comfort was gone.

I tradedmy jeans for leggings and searched for alternatives. I was
a professional and could afford to spend the extra money, but
therewere simply no options forme.

Working in a casual environment, I wanted to look professional
and put together. I wanted that feeling back wheremy jeansmade
me feel confident and empowered!

It has becomemy personal mission to hand craft dream denim for
people bymakingmade tomeasure jeans or taking their favorite
pair andmakingmore of them. I design exceptional fit, choose
premiummaterials andmake your butt look like amillion bucks.

I want everyone to have that glorious feeling where you look in the
mirror and can’t help but grin ear to ear at your reflection.

Are you ready to feel amazing in your new jeans?

Your personalized experience is now just a click away.

My name is Alina Kroeker
and I am a denim expert.

HELLO!
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INSIDE

Rock the Rack
Are you overwhelmed by your jeans choices?
Know how to pick your size and spot quality
by looking at materials and finishing.

Dressing Room 101
Do you knowwhat to look for in premium
denim? Learn how to spot jeans features
that will make you look and feel your best.

Wear &Care
Confused how to take care your denim tomake
them last longer? Discover some easy tips to
make the process a worry-free experience.



ROCK THE RACK

Remember that it’s perfectly normal to wear
different sizes between brands and sometimes
evenwithin brands. Depending on the waist to
hip ratio the company decides on andwhether
you are short or long waisted, that number will
change.

There are no sizing standards in the apparel
industry.

If you are looking at a particular brand, measure
yourself and compare thosemeasurements to
size charts on the brand's website. You should be
close!

If you often have issues fitting in your thighs,
measure both independently and pick the larger
number. You canmeasure jeans at the rack to
eliminate the ones that won’t work for you.

Denim Size
FIT
TIP

❖Measure yourself before you go
out shopping and bring your
measuring tape with you

❖ Use those measurements to
compare to the size charts for
each brand online and find a
few that are close.

❖ There is no such thing as a
sizing standard so pick your
jeans based on fit not number

❖Measure your thighs and
eliminate certain styles at the
rack if you don't see those
measurements in the size
charts.

No two bodies are the same and no two brands size their jeans the sameway either. Youmay
have an idea of what size works for you, if so that’s a great place to start.

DOGWOODDENIMTIP #1
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I recommend 100% cotton but if you love a bit of
stretch, choose nomore than 1-2% Spandex in
your jeans.

Avoid jeans with synthetic additives such as
polyester as those are usually added to
compensate for low quality, short staple cotton
or are used to constrain the bagging that
ultimately happens with stretch fabrics over
time.

Remember that what you sacrifice in elasticity
you gain in durability.

Raw denim is making a comeback and is a great
alternative. Think those jeans from the 90's!
Look for a sanforized version which has been
preshrunk or get bold with a shrink-to-fit option.

Denim Fabric

❖ 100% cotton is best but 1-2%
Spandex will give you a bit of
stretch if you need it

❖ Avoid jeans with synthetic
additives

❖What you sacrifice in elasticity
you gain in durability

❖ Raw denim from the 90's is
making a comeback!

❖ Sanforized means the denim
has been preshrunk

❖ Shrink-to-fit means they will
shrink to your body so buy a
size up!

Look for denim that is 11oz or higher.

ROCK THE RACK1
DOGWOODDENIMTIP #2

QUALITY
TIP



Raw denim has a wonderful quality of moulding
to your body by shrinking and stretching as you
wear it, however all industrial post processing
techniques take that capability away. When
denim is subjected to bleaching, stone washing,
making of holes, strategic wiskering and general
distressing, the integrity of the fabric is
destroyed and its lifetime is significantly reduced.

Youmay not realize that any form of distressing
is very harmful to the people whowork in those
environments.

The dust and chemicals are very toxic and the
factory don’t alway have adequate ventilation for
a safe environment.

Denim is the only piece of clothing that gets
damaged before it reaches the consumer so if
you are looking for a pair of jeans that will last
you a while, choose raw orminimally distressed
items.

Denim Finish

❖ Raw denim has great stretch
and shrink properties that will
mould your body

❖ Raw denim has the longest
lifespan

❖ All distressing reduces the
lifetime of a garment

❖ Choose raw or minimally
distressed jeans for greater
longevity

The best way to extend the lifespan of your denim is to choose raw denim that has not
been distressed.

DOGWOODDENIMTIP #3

QUALITY
TIP

ROCK THE RACK1



Themost popular is color is blue or also called indigo.
Evenwithout processing indigo can takemany
different shades. It can be naturally medium blue all
the way to appearing almost black. Most common
jeans will have a white backed interior.

Manymanufacturers will also create specialty denim
with casting, slubbing andwaxing. Casting swaps the
white interior color for other colors changing the look
of the denim.

Slubbing is the effect of adding threadwith
inconsistent thickness that gives the denim a
patterned appearance.

Waxing adds a shine to the denimmaking is perfect for
a fun party.

In general, it’s best to choose darker denim formore
put together looks, think black front and back or
indigo front and backwhile leaving the lighter and
white back jeans for amore casual occasion.

Denim Color
STYLE
TIP

❖ Choose dark denim for more
formal looks

❖ Choose lighter denim for more
casual looks

❖ If you are feeling adventurous,
look for other denim variations

❖ Casting changed the look of the
denim from the inside

❖ Slubbed effects are fun for
casual wear

❖Waxed denim looks slick and
can be worn in more formal
situations

All denim, whether it is raw or processed, can come in a variety of colors.

DOGWOODDENIMTIP #4

ROCK THE RACK1



Examine the front pockets inside and out. Make
sure they are double stitched and don’t have any
loose threads.

Have a good look at the buttons and zippers. The
buttons should be all metal without any plastic
parts and the zipper should lie flat and glide
smoothly. Check also for rivets around the front
pockets.

Count the number of belt loops and see if that is
sufficient for your size. Five belt loops are
standards and larger sizes get two extra loops in
the back prevent your belt from riding up.

Check your inside seamsmake sure they are
neatly finished and enclosed. You shouldn’t see
any fraying fabric.

If there are any loose threads, now is the time to
pull them!

Denim Features

❖ French seamed pockets are
better than overlocked

❖ Choose metal buttons, not
plastic

❖ Zippers should lie flat and
glide smoothly

❖Make sure your jeans have
rivets to support the front
pockets

❖ Count the belt loops and see if
you needmore for better belt
support

❖ Check for flat felled seams as
they last longer

The five pocket style of jeans is timeless but have a closer look at the details that elevate
the jeans to a premium product.

DOGWOODDENIMTIP #5

QUALITY
TIP

ROCK THE RACK1



Everything from cotton harvesting, fabric dying, low
wagedworkers and dangerous work conditions to
loose environmental protections and non existent
human rights practices makes it difficult to figure out
how to support the right companies.

Do your best to understand the company you are
buying from and how committed they are to
sustainability and fair work practices. It’s not always
possible to do all due diligence on every piece of
clothing but ethical companies will go out of their way
to show youwhere they source their materials and
how their manufacturing process is run.

It is up to you as a consumer to vote with your wallet
to eliminate pollution and human suffering. This is of
course just a small part of the puzzle but every little
bit counts towards the unraveling of harmful supply
chains.

When you can, buy from local designers and
manufacturers that feed your economy and support a
better fashion industry.

Denim Origin

❖ Do your best to research
the companies you are
buying from

❖ Look for environmental
and worker protection
initiatives in the company

❖ Vote with your dollars for
a better world

❖ Buy local and support your
communities.

Unfortunately, the denimmanufacturing process is still a heavily polluting industry.

DOGWOODDENIMTIP #6

QUALITY
TIP

ROCK THE RACK1



For themost flattering fit, choose jeans that fit
well around your hip and butt and then examine
your waist. Your waistband should be
comfortable and not tight.

Pay attention to your buns. Do the jeans give
you nice separated buttocks with a slight wedgy
or are your buns crammed together to form a
uni-butt?

Examine your thighs. If you see horizontal lines
in the front or back of your legs, that usually
means the jeans are too tight.

Pay attention to your calves. If you have
prominent calves choose wider leg styles to avoid
drag lines or having your jeans ride up as you
walk.

Because your body expands as you sit, always sit
down in your jeans tomake sure they remain
comfortable.

Jeans Fit

❖ Choose a size based on your hips
and butt looking perfectly

❖Waistband should be
comfortable, not tight

❖ Butt cheeks should be
separated. Say no to amono-
butt!

❖ Horizontal lines on your thighs
mean the jeans are too tight

❖ Prominent calves should look
for wider leg styles

❖ Always sit down in the dressing
room before making a final
decision

Have you ever had jeans that look amazing standing up but feel awful when you sit down?

DOGWOODDENIMTIP #7

FIT
TIP

DRESSINGROOM1012



Depending on howmuch your butt pops in the
back, the curvedwaistband should close in the
gap shielding you from embarrassing butt cracks
and underwear display when you sit down.

Now, find a chair and sit down and see if you
have enough coverage.

Make sure the waistband is not digging into your
tummy. If you are still seeing your underwear,
the jeans probably have a straight waistband or a
not curved enoughwaistband for your body.

Curved Waistband

❖ Premium denimwill have a
curved waistband

❖ Curved waistbands cover your
butt better and avoid
embarrassing situations

❖ Examine the band standing and
sitting

The curved waistband is the antidote to a gap between your bum and your back.

DOGWOODDENIMTIP #8

FIT
TIP

DRESSINGROOM1012



Are they big enough to store your phone awallet
or some change?

Somemanufacturers will make their front
pockets really small, or sometimes even fake to
cut down onmaterials andmanufacturing.

Large front pockets give youmore options of
not always needing to take a pursewith you!

Front Pockets

❖ Premium denimwill have large
front pockets

❖With larger front pockets, you
can choose to ditch the purse
once in a while

Put your hands in your front pockets.

DOGWOODDENIMTIP #9

FIT
TIP

DRESSINGROOM1012



Are they large enough and centred on your butt?

Pockets that are too small canmake your bum
look big and if they are not centred, your bum
may end up looking lopsided.

Pockets that are too large can overwhelm the
back sidemaking it look flat.

Making sure your butt looks amazing is usually a
top priority.

Bring your friends along to give you some
honest feedback!

Back Pockets

❖ Back pocket placement is crucial
to achieving an amazing booty
in your jeans

❖ Pockets that are too small make
your butt look big

❖ Pockets that are too big make
your butt look small

❖ Pockets that are not centred will
distort your butt

Turn around in the mirror and look at your back pockets.

DOGWOODDENIMTIP #10

DRESSINGROOM1012

STYLE
TIP



If youwear flats or close to, your jeans should
reach the ground or be 1” off the ground.

If you are petite and it’s hard for you to buy the
right inseam length off the shelf, cuff your jeans
in the dressing room and look at the leg line
critically.

If you are planning on hemming the jeansmore
than 2 inches, the knee on the jeansmight reach
your calf andmake the jeans look baggy.

If you decide to buy the jeans anyway, you should
also ask your tailor to have your jean legs
narrowed to reposition the knee and restore the
leg shape.

Jeans Length

❖ Bring your shoes to try on with
your new jeans.

❖ Your jeans should reach the
ground or be 1” off the ground

❖ If you are petite and need to
hem the jeans, talk to your tailor
to also slim the leg.

Bring the shoes you usually wear to try on with your jeans.

DOGWOODDENIMTIP #11

FIT
TIP
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Raw denim requires a bit more care to wash
out the initial fabric starch and should be
washed alone the first couple of times to avoid
dying other clothing. Always shake out any
creases and hang your raw denim to dry.

After a while it might be tempting to throw
your jeans in the dryer. DON'T DO IT!

Even low heat in the dryer will break down
spandex fibres andmake your stretchy jeans
more susceptible to rips, tears and bagging.

Depending on the quality of the denim, you
may also loose a bit of length due to shrinkage
if you heat dry your jeans.

QUALITY
TIP

Washing & Drying

❖Wash your jeans on cold, inside
out and line dry

❖Wash new raw jeans separately
as they will bleed

❖ Don’t use the dryer, especially if
your jeans have spandex

Wash your jeans on cold, inside out and line dry.

DOGWOODDENIMTIP #12

WEAR&CARE3



Do not spot clean your raw denim as excessive
rubbingmay remove your stain and your
indigo andwill result in a unsightly lighter spot
where you rubbed it.

Youmay however pretreat your denimwith a
gentile spot remover and throw that pair in a
regular wash.

Spot cleaning

❖ Don’t spot clean new denim as
youmay remove indigo

❖ Pretreat with a gentile spot
remover

Don't rub the stain!

DOGWOODDENIMTIP #13

QUALITY
TIP
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There is nothing better than the feeling of well
worn in jeans. Right? This is why to keep them
feeling like amillion bucks, you need to fix the
holes that are going to appear.

Look around your city for a denim repair
artist.

There are a few out there that specialize in
invisible mending andmaking sure your jeans
look extra awesome after years of wear.

Examine your jeans after every wash paying
attention to pockets and inner thigh and butt.

Repair

❖ Fix the worn areas before they
are completely worn out

❖ Seek out jeanmending artists to
keep your jeans looking their
best

Wash your jeans on cold, inside out and line dry.

DOGWOODDENIMTIP #14

QUALITY
TIP

WEAR&CARE3



MADE INCANADA

CustomMade toMeasure Jeans

Do you long to never go jeans shopping
again? Are you ready for comfortable,
fashionable and sustainably sourced

denim?

Joinmy tribe on Instagram to be
inspired by all things denim.
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